
SELF-ETINTRtrL

The result of my last physical
check-up showed that my blood
sugar is too high. Now, I have all
three diseases which the elderly
ususlly have, namely: high blood
pressure, heart trouble and diabetes.
How interesting !

When I found out that I had

high blood pressure many years

ago, my doctor warned me to not
eat salty things. I didn't like salty
things in the first place, so the
warning wars not a threat to me.
But now, I have to give up sweets
which are my favorites. This is re-
ally hard for me to do. I suddenly
realized that I am forced to produce
rhe last fruit of the Holy spirit-
self-control.

Self-control should come from
oneself. however. since our child-
hoods, we have needed to be dis-
ciplined by our parents and now,
we have to be warned by our doc-
tors. There is even a new saying
that 'We can do anghing we like to
do'. lrt's exclude the illegal ac-

tions we do to others and the bad
habits with which we hurt our-
selves, and just talk about our daily
lifestyles. Do you think that you
can do whatever you like?

Do you like to lie around and
just watch TV with no schedule
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and no pressure? You will lose you
job as well as your health. Even a
retired person needs some fixed
program to feel happy and satisfied.

Do you like to read all the time?
Your eyes will eventually tell you
to "stoo" no matter what kind of
eyeglasies you are wearing? Do
you like sports? You will get hurt if
you over do it. Do you like to eat?

Your stomach can just take in so

much. Whatever we do, there is a
limit and that is called self-control.

A person who has no self-
control doesn't care about the con-
seouences. A child doesn't know
any consquences, so he has to be

reminded by his parents, such as "if
you have too much candy, you will
get cavities in your teeth". We, as

adults, however, have seen other
peoplesl experiences, thus we
should be aware of bad results and

try to practice self-control.
Self-control gives us a balance

life. We work and we rest. We eat

all kinds of healthy foods and we
exercise properly. We have a social
life as well as quiet time to be alone.

Self-control produces harmony and
harmony is joy. A joyful heart is

the best medicine which can con-
ouer all the diseases. A
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